Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) 
Introduction
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) [4] are emerging as a new networking paradigm that makes use of wireless ad hoc routers to provide Internet connectivity to wireless clients in a bounded geographic area. WMNs are more complex to manage with respect to LANs; e.g., for their greater sensitivity to noise and interferences. Moreover, their setup involves the mandatory configuration of several more parameters. Although we can configure a wireless node through the web interface typically provided by its firmware, some parameters, like the SSID or the channel, affect the entire wireless network, and so a change in one of this global parameters should take effect instantaneously on all of the network's routers, which represents a hard task for the network administrator.
Nowadays there is a lack of management applications specific to WMNs. Most of the software developed for WMNs consists of communication and routing protocols, since they are the basis on which the proper working and performance of the network depends. The Ad hoc OnDemand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [3] and the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [11] are examples of widely used routing protocols. The Better Approach To Mobile Adhoc Networking (BATMAN) [7] is an alternative that intends to replace both of them in a near future. Other tools related to WMNs are the so called Captive Portals, which provide access control and bandwidth sharing between clients. One of the pioneering captive portal solutions is the Nocat system [8] . The WiFiDog system [1] is another popular captive portal system. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, the largest project dedicated to developing software for WMNs is CuWIN [5] , which is mostly devoted to the creation of new solutions and protocols. However, in terms of management, it requires advanced knowledge in terms of application development, which is a drawback for most users.
In this paper we present MAYA, a tool designed for WMN management and configuration that combines simplicity of use with a full set of features. MAYA is compatible with the firmware developed by the OpenWRT [6] team, which offers all the functionality of a Linux distribution for embedded systems. MAYA builds upon the OpenWRT platform by extending its functionality so as to adapt wireless routers to the needs of a WMN.
With MAYA, an administrator is free to configure the wireless mesh routers whenever he is within the signal range of any of the wireless routers. Obviously, MAYA includes a security control to avoid that clients perform administrative tasks, changing the configuration of the devices. Since the traffic generated by MAYA is very low, it does not affect client connections and the overall network performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental testbed used for evaluation. Section 3 presents de details of the implementation prototype where we validate the overall architecture, and presents an example of MAYA's functionality. Section 4 evaluates our proposal and offers some preliminary performance results. Finally, in Section 5 we make our concluding remarks.
MAYA architecture
The MAYA architecture is based on the cooperation of three different components: the management unit, the distribution network, and the network clients; see Figure 1 . The management unit consists of one or more management servers, and stands at the top of the hierarchy. The web interface and the MAYA databases are also installed at this level. The distribution network is composed by wireless routers connected using an "ad hoc networking" approach. The management server connects to these wireless mesh routers using the distribution network itself. This server uses both UDP messages and SSH connections to configure the devices (see Section 3) through their wireless interfaces, which operate using IEEE 802.11 technology on the 2.4 GHz ISM band.
The distribution network is based on Linksys WRT54G [10] wireless routers modified to include the OpenWRT firmware (WhiteRussian RC6) and the AODV routing protocol. AODV is a simple but efficient routing protocol designed to be used in multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks. By using AODV the coverage area can be automatically extended since the distribution network is completely self-organizing and self-configuring.
Network nodes, including Linksys routers and client devices, cooperate in the routing and forwarding process to allow multi-hop communication between nodes not directly within wireless transmission range of each other. The AODV routing agents handle all possible situations like: nodes moving around, joining or leaving the network, and the possible changes of the wireless transmission conditions such as variable noise or interference. When new clients join the system they will become part of the distribution network. So, if the number of clients is high enough, many alternatives paths for each destination will automatically be available, enabling the use of different routing policies such as the number of hops, or the degree of congestion of the path.
In our MAYA testbed we have used the AODV implementation from the Uppsala University, AODV-UU [12] ; it offers most of the features specified in version 10 of AODV's draft. We install AODV on WRT54G wireless routers by cross-compiling AODV's code, making it operative under the OpenWRT platform. We also install an AODV agent in each one of the network's clients. Notice that at least one of the wireless mesh nodes must be connected to the Internet (in our case through a Fast Ethernet interface), performing gateway and bridging tasks between the ad hoc network and the backbone connection.
MAYA's Implementation and Functionality
We divide the implementation of MAYA in two different parts: the MAYA graphical user interface (GUI), and the configuration setup module. Figure 2 shows MAYA's management screen, which combines the simplicity of a web-based design with the convenience of integration with the OpenWRT platform. Since MAYA is completely compatible with the OpenWRT platform we offer new functionality for mesh networking while using the most widely adopted open source firmware for wireless routers.
The system GUI has been implemented using standard web programming languages such as PHP, Javascript, HTML, and CSS. The combination of standard Web languages allows achieving complex solutions, and yet offer a powerful user interface in a simple and straightforward manner. It also uses a MySQL database engine to store configuration parameters. The configuration setup module is in charge of configuring the mesh network by enforcing that the new configuration is updated on all wireless mesh routers. The setup module has been implemented using C language. Shell scripting has also been used to remotely execute instructions at wireless routers.
The basic operation mode of the proposed application allows to simultaneously manage the wireless routers conforming the distribution network. New infrastructure nodes can manually be added to the mesh network by specifying their IP address, or they can be imported from a file. Once the network has been established, MAYA offers the network manager all the functionality to enable/disable each of the wireless routers, and to change any of the network's parameters, such as the ESSID or the selected channel in some/all routers at the same time. Moreover, MAYA includes a security module to protect the network from possible attacks by unauthorized clients. In the following sections we provide implementation details for each of MAYA's main features.
The
Wireless Router Enabling/Disabling problem On a WMN most of the wireless mesh routers are accessible on wirelessly. Therefore, an administrator can't actually turn them off completely since that would make it impossible to turn them back on. Therefore, alternative techniques are required to offer pseudo on-off switching. With MAYA, enabled routers are those accepting all types of traffic. On the contrary, disabled routers are those which discard all traffic (routing traffic included), though they remain active. Such option is very useful in several scenarios, such as to prevent the access to a group of clients who are connected through a specific router, to disable the router performing gateway functions to isolate the ad hoc network, or to reduce the routing traffic by disabling routers that are not being used. We implement this functionality in the MAYA system using the Iptables [2] tool, a well-known utility for Linux based systems.
Thanks to the firewall functionality of IPtables, we can easily isolate a router from receiving any kind of traffic. However, once a router has been disabled, we want control messages sent by the network manager to remain effective. To enable a previously disabled router we developed a protocol based on the use of UDP broadcast sockets, which basically implements a mechanism to send a message to a network node without using the routing protocol. To do that, on the booting process, each router will create a socket listening on a default management port (we have selected the 10500 UDP port) that is the only port that the firewall never blocks. This socket has the broadcast option enabled, so it also receives broadcasted packets. Note that, in order to avoid excessive flooding, the protocol was designed to ensure a message can only be re-broadcasted once per node. For that reason, all management messages include sequence numbers and each router keeps a table with the last sequence number received for every IP address in the network. Algorithm 1 shows the steps followed by each router receiving a broadcast message on the selected UDP port. 
Network Parameters setup
For each router added to MAYA, a link to the standard OpenWRT configuration web page is generated in MAYA's GUI (see Figure 2 ). Through this interface we can manually configure each router in the traditional manner. The MAYA system offers an advanced functionality, commonly demanded by network managers, which consists of applying a new configuration to all routers, or only to a subset, at once. To do that we just have to pick the selected routers, the network parameter to change, and the new value. With only a few clicks we can modify, for example, the ESSID or the channel at all selected routers.
To implement this functionality correctly, and to avoid network partitioning as we change critical parameters, it is important to choose the correct order to update routers and a suitable method to make those changes.
With respect to router parameter updating, MAYA offers two different methods: an SSH connection if the router is enabled and reachable (which means that a path of enabled routers exists between the source and the target), or a set of UDP messages if the router is disabled or unreachable. As we have mentioned before, the order in which configuration changes are made in the network devices is important. If we want to change a parameter like ESSID and we begin by applying changes to the nearest routers, all the remaining routers (more than one hop away) become unreachable, and so the updating process can not continue. The right sequence for this task must be the opposite one: to begin applying changes on far away nodes with respect to the management server, and then gradually move towards routers that are nearer.
To obtain a snapshot of the WMN topology we build a tree including all active routers through ICMP echo packets sent to all routers, and we check the TTL (Time To Live) field in the IP header. The lowest the TTL, the highest the number of hops. Hence, the algorithm starts by picking routers with the lowest TTL. Whenever a router is added to the network, and after any enable or disable action, TTL values are re-calculated for each router; this value is constantly updated into the router database. If a router is disabled or not reachable, ICMP packets will not be able to reach it. In this case we consider TTL=0.
Algorithm 2 shows the steps followed to establish the correct order for applying network configuration parameters.
Algorithm 2: applyNetworkConfiguration()
Get a list of selected routers having TTL=0; Apply changes to them; Get a list of selected routers having TTL>0; Sort them in increasing order; Go through the list, applying changes one by one;
Security Issues
Changing network configuration parameters is an action restricted to the network administrator. So, we must protect our system to avoid possible client-side attacks. To change the configuration on those mesh routers that are enabled we use SSH connections; since a password or the use of a public key is required, and since all the transmitted information is encrypted, the method is considered secure. However, when trying to perform similar configuration tasks on disabled routers, we are limited to the use of UDP messages. If they are sent as plain text, they can be intercepted and reproduced easily. So, for disabled routers, we use RSA [13] public-key cryptography to provide a digital signature that ensures the authenticity of UDP messages. MAYA's public key is distributed to all nodes, and each node sends its public key back to the management application. A message signed with a sender's private key can be verified by anyone who has access to the sender's public key, confirming that the sender signed it and that the message has not been tampered with. Public keys are exchanged when a new router joins the network, and this process is carried out using a SSH connection. The management server stores the public key of each router in a database.
UDP Message Issues
The UDP protocol does not provide the reliability and data ordering that TCP does. So, datagrams may be lost or arrive out of order. Nevertheless, since it introduces no extra overhead to offer complex functionalities, it is faster and lightweight, being optimal for time-sensitive applications.
In the scope of MAYA we can not use TCP to access disabled routers since bidirectional communication channels are not available. The technique used is to broadcast UDP packets throughout the network, hoping that the target router is able to listen to the message. However, when changing the parameters of several routers, it is important to have a feedback about the failure or success of each individual operation. Hence, some sort of acknowledgment message is required. For that reason, when the destination router receives an UDP message, it sends another message back to report to the management server about the operation's successfulness. In case that the operation fails for any reason, the UDP message must be transmitted again.
We found experimentally that three retries and three seconds of waiting time between retries is a setting which works fine in moderate size mesh networks. However, default settings can be configured by the user. Figure 3 shows the UDP message fields used in MAYA. Both the command message and the acknowledgment share the same format. As can be seen, the message is only partially encrypted since some fields are required by intermediate routers along the path and it is not efficient to decrypt and encrypt messages at every router. The encrypted fields include the parameter to change, the new value and an identifier (ID). The ID represents the last action executed, and it is used by the management server to create a system log for security reasons. With respect to the plain text fields, we used the sequence number, the source IP, the broadcast IP and a HIT field.
When an ACK message is not received after issuing a command and a retry is required, the ID remains the same but the sequence number increases. The sequence number and the source IP are the fields required to keep the routers' tables updated. Broadcast IP is the address where messages are sent to, and it represents the broadcast network address. The last parameter is the Host Identity Tag (HIT), a concept introduced by the Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [9] . Basically, we use the SHA-1 [14] algorithm to transform the public key into an unique identifier for a router. This parameter replaces the target IP.
Performance Evaluation of MAYA
We evaluated MAYA using a testbed to confirm its correct behavior. We studied the system performance under different traffic conditions to prove its reliability. Initially we test the functionality of MAYA without any type of traffic: the only data flowing in the mesh network will correspond to the activity of the AODV routing protocol. We then perform some tests by activating TCP traffic flows between randomly selected nodes. We evaluate the delay of the SSH connections and of the secure key exchanging, the effectiveness of the UDP messages, and the packet loss rate.
Our testbed uses four WRT54G Linksys routers for the distribution network. The main management server is a PC with a 2200+ XP AMD Athlon processor, 512MB of RAM and an IEEE 802.11g Conceptronics USB card. It uses the Fedora Core 5 operating system with wireless extensions v19 and wireless tools v28. We distribute the wireless routers in a linear topology where each router only reaches the previous and next router along the path. The management server is located at an edge of the network; hence, the maximum number of hops for a message is of four.
Evaluation of MAYA's Functionality
We first evaluate the functionality of MAYA. We select a range of scenarios with different number of hops between source and destination and evaluate the time that MAYA requires to perform the three following actions: (a) change network parameters of active routers using SSH connections, (b) change network parameters of disabled routers using UDP messages, and (c) do a secure key exchange. We evaluated two different cases: with an unloaded scenario where only the traffic is due to the AODV routing protocol, and a loaded scenario where the traffic generated by MAYA has to compete with several bandwidth-hungry TCP flows. Figure 4 shows the results obtained under no load. The results confirm that lowest times correspond to UDP messages since UDP is not a connection-oriented protocol. The two other functions are implemented using SSH-based commands, which implies additional traffic to create a secure connection. The key exchange process requires transferring files between the two endpoints. This operation consumes more resources than merely executing a set of commands from a remote node, which explains its higher cost. We also observe that distance does not significantly affect performance.
We now evaluate MAYA's effectiveness in a scenario where a set of TCP flows compete with MAYA's management traffic. This scenario is more realistic since typically the network is loaded when management and maintenance tasks take place. We varied the number of TCP flows from 1 to 20, and configured TCP connections to use frames of maximum size (1500 bytes). Figure 5 shows that, as the number of intermediate hops and the number of competing TCP connections increase, the delay in performing management operations grows steadily. Results also confirm that the operation suffering from higher performance degradation is key exchange. To complete a key exchange between the management server and a wireless router when setting the number of active TCP flows to maximum (20), MAYA requires about 10s, 15s, and 20s, for distances of 1, 2, and 3 hops, respectively. Notice that these are worst case results that apply to extreme cases of congestion.
Comparing parameter updating through SSH and UDP, we again observe that SSH imposes a greater overhead due to both TCP connection setup delay and the authentication process. On the contrary, when selecting UDP broadcasts to communicate with disabled routers, datagrams may arrive out of order, appear duplicated, or be lost. In the event of losses, our application will re-send UDP messages for up to three times, which increases the overall delay to complete the corresponding operation but also improves reliability. Figure 6 shows the probability that an UDP message arrives correctly with respect to the number of hops and the network traffic. We observe that, as we increase the number of hops and the number of TCP connections, the probability of success decreases. For a distance of three hops the probability that the UDP message arrives correctly is of 50%, 47%, 39%, and 38% when we have a scenario with 1, 5, 10, and 20 TCP flows, respectively.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented MAYA, a tool for managing and configuring wireless mesh networks. Our solution extends the OpenWRT platform, which offers a fully configurable firmware for wireless routers, adapting it to the needs of a WMN. MAYA simplifies the WMN management process by allowing to perform critical tasks, such as global ESSID and channel changes, in a simple and efficient man- ner. We detailed the most important elements conforming MAYA. We then described MAYA's main features, the functionality offered and the implementation details.
Finally, we presented a set of experiments where we evaluated the overhead of each type of management operation in two different scenarios: under no load and under heavy load. The results indicate that MAYA's performance is stable under all scenarios.
MAYA is made available as free software, and it can be downloaded at: http://www.grc.upv.es/.
